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The safety of vehicle traffic depends on how well automotive lighting supports the visual perception of the driver. This book
explains the fundamentals of visual perception, like e.g. physiology of eye and brain, as well as those of automotive lighting
technology, like e.g. design of headlamps and signal lights. It is an interdisciplinary approach to a rapidly evolving field of science
and technology written by a team of authors who are experts in their fields.
Thinking Education Through Alain Badiou represents the first collection to explore the educational implications of French
philosopher Alain Badiou's challenge to contemporary philosophical orthodoxy put forth in his 1993 work, Ethics: An Essay on the
Understanding of Evil. Represents the first collection of work in education to grapple with what Alain Badiou might mean for the
enterprise of schooling Takes up Badiou's challenge to contemporary and conventional Anglo-American doxa Includes original
essays by experts in several different educational fields
Probably a first in the field since Elements of Ordnance by Haynes, published in the 1900's, this is a book with a practical and up
to date approach to a complex subject. Intended for the mechanical engineer concerned with large calibre gun engineering, it puts
mechanical engineering and weapon uniqueness into clear perspective and prepares the groundwork for the intricacies of gun
design. A wealth of engineering information is covered in seven chapters, including, gun barrels, breech assemblies, recoil
systems, muzzle brakes, supporting structures, elevating and traversing mechanisms and balancing. The analyses contained in
each chapter are illustrated by worked examples supported by straightforward computer applications. In all, a valuable book for
both teacher and student in a field where published works are almost impossible to come by. This volume found acceptance as a
text book and reference material at colleges in the US, Canada, UK, Spain, Germany, Finland and Czechslovakia
Leaves rustle underfoot in a dark wood: two little girls, extracted from their homes in wartime London, encounter something
terrifying in a forest. Later when they meet as grown women, they realise the experience has coloured their lives. A dark tale about
the nature of stories themselves. Part of the Storycuts series, this short story was originally published in the collection Little Black
Book of Stories.
Introduction to Quantum Mechanics, Second Edition presents an accessible, fully-updated introduction on the principles of
quantum mechanics. The book outlines the fundamental concepts of quantum theory, discusses how these arose from classic
experiments in chemistry and physics, and presents the quantum-mechanical foundations of many key scientific techniques.
Chapters cover an introduction to the key principles underpinning quantum mechanics, differing types of molecular structures,
bonds and behaviors, and applications of quantum mechanical theory across a number of important fields, including new chapters
on Density Functional Theory, Statistical Thermodynamics and Quantum Computing. Drawing on the extensive experience of its
expert author, this book is a reliable introduction to the principles of quantum mechanics for anyone new to the field, and a useful
refresher on fundamental knowledge and latest developments for anyone more experienced in the field. Presents a fully updated
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accounting that reflects the most recent developments in Quantum Theory and its applications Includes new chapters on Special
Functions, Density Functional Theory, Statistical Thermodynamics and Quantum Computers Presents additional problems and
exercises to further support learning
The leading expert in the field brings the power of his experience and that of the world-renowned consulting firm Booz-Allen &
Hamilton to reveal how buying smart can mean the difference between success and failure.

The hilarious witch busting saga continues! This is the seventh omnibus in this series, containing volumes 13-14. Xing
has finally been reunited with his brothers, but Lee is obsessed with fighting him to the death, and gentle Yue has grown
so twisted that he's almost unrecognizable. The brothers' battle reaches its climax! Meanwhile, Tasha finds himself
embroiled in the war and politics of the Kingdom of Britain. The Archmage Merlin has offered the Witch Hunters vital
information to turn the tide of the war, but in return he wants...Halloween?
Get a comprehensive guide to this important literary figure and his author. A classic literary character, Sherlock Holmes
has fascinated readers for decades -- from his repartee with Dr. Watson and his unparalleled powers of deduction to the
settings, themes, and villains of the stories. Now, this friendly guide offers a clear introduction to this beloved figure and
his author, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, presenting new insight into the detective stories and crime scene analysis that have
has made Sherlock Holmes famous. Inside you'll find easy-to-understand yet thorough information on the characters,
recurring themes, and locations, and social context of the Sherlock Holmes stories, the relationship of these stories to
literature, and the forensics and detective work they feature. You'll also learn about the life of the author. Better
understand and enjoy this influential literary character with this plain-English guide. Gain insight on these classic Doyle
tales -- from the classic Hound of the Baskervilles to the lesser-known short stories to Holmes stories written by other
mystery writers. Explore the appearance of Sherlock Holmes on film, TV, and stage. Examine Holmes today -- from the
ever-expanding network of fans worldwide to story locations that fans can visit. It's elementary! Sherlock Holmes For
Dummies is an indispensable guide for students and fans alike!
In the year 2520, Philippa Bidding sets out to make a new life for herself on the planet Gauguin, but an old lover
threatens to draw her, her family, and her new planet into the revolution he leads.
A contemporary romance about the ramifications of following your heart, when everything is saying, don't!
Thermodynamics Seventh Edition covers the basic principles of thermodynamics while presenting a wealth of real-world
engineering examples so students get a feel for how thermodynamics is applied in engineering practice. This text helps
students develop an intuitive understanding of thermodynamics by emphasizing the physics and physical arguments.
Cengel/Boles explore the various facets of thermodynamics through careful explanations of concepts and its use of
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numerous practical examples and figures, having students develop necessary skills to bridge the gap between
knowledge and the confidence to properly apply knowledge. The media package for this text is extensive, giving users a
large variety of supplemental resources to choose from. A Student Resources DVD is packaged with each new copy of
the text and contains the popular Engineering Equation Solver (EES) software. McGraw-Hill's new Connect is available to
students and instructors. Connect is a powerful, web-based assignment management system that makes creating and
grading assignments easy for instructors and learning convenient for students. It saves time and makes learning for
students accessible anytime, anywhere. With Connect, instructors can easily manage assignments, grading, progress,
and students receive instant feedback from assignments and practice problems.
Reminiscent of old whaling stories, Four-Day Planet follows the story of Walter Boyd, a scrappy 17-year-old reporter
working for his father at the Port Sandor Times. Walt gets tied up in the adventures of the sea-monster hunters on
Fenris—a barely-habitable planet with a 2,000-hour day. The prized-and only-commodity on Fenris is tallow-wax, a
miraculous material harvested from the dangerous seas of the planet. While being set in a grand sci-fi universe, the book
packs in more about intrigue, betrayal, and the grit required to survive on a backwater planet of the Federation. The book
was later re-published as a “two-for-one” with Lone Star Planet (originally titled A Planet for Texans). This book is part of
the Standard Ebooks project, which produces free public domain ebooks.
The "Autodesk(r) Revit(r) Architecture 2015 Review for Certification" guide is intended for users of the Autodesk Revit
Architecture software who are preparing to complete the Autodesk Revit Architecture 2015 Certified Professional exam.
This guide contains a collection of relevant instructional topics, practices, and review questions from the Autodesk Official
Training Guides (AOTG) training guides created by ASCENT - Center for Technical Knowledge(r) and pertaining
specifically to the Certified Professional exam topics and objectives. Prerequisites: This training guide is intended for
experienced users of the Autodesk Revit Architecture software in preparation for certification. New users of the software
should refer to the AOTG training guides from ASCENT, such as Autodesk Revit 2015 Architecture Fundamentals, for
more comprehensive instruction. Autodesk recommends 400 hours of hands-on software experience before taking the
Autodesk Revit Architecture 2015 Certified Professional exam.
Construction Technologyprovides a comprehensive introduction to every aspect of the technology of domestic low-rise
construction. It includes elements of commercial construction, and the principal associated legislation. Based on
""Construction Technology Volumes 1 and 2"", this combined new edition has been updated in line with contemporary
legislation and practice. In addition a substantial amount of new material has been included, in order to cover recent
developments in technology affecting the construction industry. This book covers the basic elements of substructure (site
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works, setting.
In the third book in the Apprentice Series, James Bryan Smith helps you to live in relationship with others as apprentices
of Jesus. He shows how to bring spiritual formation and community engagement together, and he offers spiritual
practices that root new, true narratives about God and the world in your soul.
After World War II, a powerful conviction took hold among American intellectuals and policymakers: that the United
States could profoundly accelerate and ultimately direct the development of the decolonizing world, serving as a
modernizing force around the globe. By accelerating economic growth, promoting agricultural expansion, and
encouraging the rise of enlightened elites, they hoped to link development with security, preventing revolutions and
rapidly creating liberal, capitalist states. In The Right Kind of Revolution, Michael E. Latham explores the role of
modernization and development in U.S. foreign policy from the early Cold War through the present. The modernization
project rarely went as its architects anticipated. Nationalist leaders in postcolonial states such as India, Ghana, and Egypt
pursued their own independent visions of development. Attempts to promote technological solutions to development
problems also created unintended consequences by increasing inequality, damaging the environment, and supporting
coercive social policies. In countries such as Guatemala, South Vietnam, and Iran, U.S. officials and policymakers turned
to modernization as a means of counterinsurgency and control, ultimately shoring up dictatorial regimes and
exacerbating the very revolutionary dangers they wished to resolve. Those failures contributed to a growing challenge to
modernization theory in the late 1960s and 1970s. Since the end of the Cold War the faith in modernization as a panacea
has reemerged. The idea of a global New Deal, however, has been replaced by a neoliberal emphasis on the power of
markets to shape developing nations in benevolent ways. U.S. policymakers have continued to insist that history has a
clear, universal direction, but events in Iraq and Afghanistan give the lie to modernization's false hopes and appealing
promises.
The first part of this book deals with grammatical structures and includes comprehension exercises. The second section
deals with composition. Detailed notes are given for the benefit of the student.
CHILI HOT GMAT MATH REVIEW will help readers develop the skills and mindset needed to score high on the
quantitative section of the GMAT exam. Each hand-selected problem comes with a Classification, Snapshot, and Chili
Rating. Classification serves to identify each problem according to category or sub-category. Snapshot highlights why
that particular problem was chosen, including the underlying problem-solving principle or strategic approach. Chili Rating
helps candidates gauge the estimated difficulty level of a given problem. A single chili indicates that the estimated
difficulty level of a given problem is "mild" (500 to 590 difficulty level), two chilies spell "hot" (600 to 690 difficulty level),
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and three chilies signal "very hot" (700 or above difficulty level). By studying problems of varying difficulty, candidates will
learn to maintain discipline on easy but tricky math problems and also to exercise flexibility when deciding on multiple
approaches and time-saving shortcuts for use in tackling harder, more involved problems.Note to readers: This book
contains the excerpted math sections from the parent title "Chili Hot GMAT: 200 All-Star Problems to Get You a High
Score on Your GMAT Exam."
This report develops a framework that classifies investments according to different types of financial instruments and investment funds, and
highlights the techniques that intermediaries can use to mobilise institutionally held capital.
Get to grips with a new technology, understand what it is and what it can do for you, and then get to work with the most important features
and tasks. A concise guide written in an easy-to-follow format following the Starter guide approach.This book is for people who have not used
Spring Security before and want to learn how to use it effectively in a short amount of time. It is assumed that readers know both Java and
HTTP protocol at the level of basic web programming. The reader should also be familiar with Inversion-of-Control/Dependency Injection,
preferably with the Spring framework itself.
Students and business owners alike are sure to find that this 3-panel (6-page) guide is an invaluable source of comprehensive, up-to-date
information regarding key financial principles and methodologies, as well as the formulas and equations that apply to them. Easy-to-use icons
help users go right to the equations and formulas they need to learn, and call out helpful tips to use, common pitfalls to avoid, and critical
points to remember.
Brief and visually appealing, RELG: WORLD, Second Edition, is designed to enhance students' learning experience at an affordable price.
4LTR Press solutions like this one give students the option to choose the format that best suits their learning preferences. This book-only
option is perfect for students who focus on the textbook as their main course resource. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The new edition of Gene Control has been updated to include significant advances in the roles of the epigenome and regulatory RNAs in
gene regulation. The chapter structure remains the same: the first part consists of pairs of chapters that explain the mechanisms involved and
how they regulate gene expression, and the second part deals with specific biological processes (including diseases) and how they are
controlled by genes. Coverage of methodology has been strengthened by the inclusion more explanation and diagrams.The significant
revision and updating will allow Gene Control to continue to be of value to students, scientists and clinicians interested in the topic of gene
control.
National Best Selling Author and International Speaker poses Questions Everyone Needs to ask. Why Ask Why contains seventy thoughtprovoking questions to find answers to building a better life. To go where you want to be, you have to ask the right questions. Does the path
you're on capture your heart? How old is your attitude? Do you quit after victory? If you find an excuse, do you pick it up? Are you having fun
yet? Get caught dreaming, advises Mason. It's often a lack of imagination that keeps a person from his or her true potential. Learn the secrets
all successful people know, the power of asking the right questions.
This timely and innovative expose by contemporary Jungian psychoanalyst, Ken Kimmel, reveals a culturally and historically embedded
narcissism underlying men's endlessly driven romantic projections and erotic fantasies, that has appropriated their understanding of what
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love is. Men enveloped in narcissism fear their interiority and all relationships with emotional depth that prove too overwhelming and
penetrating to bear--so much so that the other must either be colonized or devalued. This wide-ranging work offers them hope for
transcendence. Explores: Transcendence of Narcissism in Romance Men-s Capacity to Love Kabbalistic Mysticism Post-modern Philosophy
Contemporary Trends in Psychoanalysis
"Exam targeted, 5 Solved & 5 Self-Assessment papers with Hints Exam success with all CISCE-specified typologies of questions Perfect
answers with Board Marking Scheme and specified word limit Avoid mistakes with Commonly made errors Polish concepts with `Answering
Tips' Learn more with `Mind Maps' Quick Revision with QR Codes on mobiles/tablets"
Tired of out-of-touch Scrum training that doesn't work? Discover practical agile delivery techniques to make your software shine. Has your
excitement over Scrum led to nothing but disappointment? Have months of agile training still left your company far short of optimal efficiency?
Do you feel like your leaders and developers are speaking a completely different language? Ascendle CEO Dave Todaro has lived and
breathed software development for over three decades. After running successful agile teams on a daily basis, he's ready to share his insights
and techniques to help your company reap the benefits of his experience. The Epic Guide to Agile: More Business Value on a Predictable
Schedule with Scrum is a comprehensive guide to software-based team dynamics that both leaders and developers can understand. Unlike
most agile training that doesn't work in practice, Todaro's step-by-step playbook rises above theory to save you time and money. Perfect for
any sized business or level of experience, you'll get to the crux of each Scrum issue to have your team running sprints more efficiently than
ever. In The Epic Guide to Agile, you'll discover: Personal examples and anecdotes to tackle problems at their source Effective ways to
introduce agile and Scrum into your organization with the right pilot team The exact system to achieve productive sprint planning sessions
The typical issues that can doom your product and how to conquer them The best technical environment setups to support your software
project groups and much, much, more! The Epic Guide to Agile is a powerhouse manual to help any ScrumMaster or Project Manager find
productivity and success. If you like real-world examples, no-nonsense teaching, and clear communication, then you'll love Dave Todaro's
extraordinary and practical guidebook. Buy The Epic Guide to Agile to take your team into the Scrum age today!
Col. James V. Young spent almost twenty years in Asia, including fourteen in Korea. Here, he writes with the expertise of an old Korea hand
about a period that saw South Korea develop from an agrarian economy to a modern industrial state. Young volunteered in 1969 for a new
program aimed at creating area specialists within the military. In 1975, after four years of training in Korean language and culture, he
witnessed how American diplomats convinced Park ChungHee, the South Korean president, not to develop his own nuclear weapons. Later,
from the perspective of a military attaché, Young saw the mistrust that characterized U.S.Korean relations during the 1970s. He provides new
insights into the behindthescenes efforts to derail President Jimmy Carter’s troop withdrawal policies and argues that the United States was
caught flatfooted by such crucial episodes as the coup of 1979 and the 12/12 Incident. Young’s memoir straddles the line between military
and diplomatic history and offers entertaining and often humorous stories. Those interested in the region, the issues, and military life off the
battlefield will value this book.
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